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Abstract—Providing remote and automated access to existing,
physical laboratory equipment needs an individual technical
approach for each appliance. There is no universal solution, that
allows the maximum of the equipment to be used, without also
loosing quality and quantity of data. Integrating remote
laboratory access into existing learning environments needs a
dedicated authentication, security and access control
mechanisms. The offered solution combines the flexibility of
working remotely and the performance of using a real-life
laboratory
for
performing
experiments
in
the
telecommunications field.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The target of the RIPLECS project is to offer remote access
to already existing laboratories. Well equipped technical
laboratories cost often a lot of money and many universities
and organizations do not have enough funds to equip
laboratories in different fields of the science. Plovdiv
University (PU) will offer a remote laboratory for performing
tasks in the field of mobile telecommunications. It provides
students with real-life simulation experiments, which show the
characteristics of different antennas, gives them the possibility
to draw radiation pattern diagrams, to measure and study
standing waves, to identify signal to noise ratios, etc. These are
crucial to properly understand the physical and theoretical
characteristics of the building components in a
telecommunication system [1].

These are crucial to properly understand the physical and
theoretical characteristics of the building components in a
telecommunication
system.
Fig.1
shows
the
telecommunications kit provided at PU [2].
II.

TARGETS AND OBJECTIVES

The main objective of PU in the RIPLECS project is to
offer remote access to its telecommunications laboratory. This
will be done by combining several technologies, which offer
remote access, video observation and dedicated authentication
protocols. The remote laboratory will be integrated into the
DIPSEIL system (Distributed Internet-based Performance
Support Environment for Individualized Learning http://www.dipseil.net/) and will use DIPSEIL’s users database
for authentication. Students will access the laboratory only
through DIPSEIL and direct access will be denied. They will
view the telecommunications kit controller software with a
remote desktop connection, which allows them to fully control
the experiment’s process. During measurements the kit’s
antennas perform various physical movements - rotation,
calibration, etc, and observing them is important for the
understanding of the experiment. PU will install an HD
observation camera, allowing them to view these movements in
real time. The telecommunications kit works in the two main
frequency bands - 900MHz and 2.45GHz. Students have to
manually connect and disconnect antennas to the proper input
and output ports. Moreover there are several types of antennas
for the different bands. Since remote students are physically
unable to switch between them, a dedicated board - EASCB,
will be developed to automatically multiplex inputs and outputs
according to the experiment performed.
III.

TECHNOLOGIES

The telecommunications kit used is controlled by computer
software, provided by the kit’s manufacturer, through the serial
COM port. The kit was connected to a dedicated computer with
the software installed on it (figure 2).
This machine has a direct, internal internet connection to
the DIPSEIL server and it is placed in the demilitarized zone
(DMZ) of the DIPSEIL network (figure 3).

Figure 1.

Telecommunications kit - WATS-2002 of Man&Tel Co.,Ltd

This way, external remote users can also connect and
perform experiments on the kit. Two remote access softwares
were also installed: 1) VNC - for remote desktop connection
and 2) Apache web server - for viewing the remote desktop
connection in a controlled manner in a web browser. This eases
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the students, because they do not need to install additional
client software on their machines. An HD camera will be
installed to this computer. It will observe the
telecommunication kit and the video stream will be embedded
into the web server. Students will view the kit’s software and
the live broadcast in one browser window, which eases the
work with the system. Figure 4 shows the telecommunications
kit software viewed from the web page. Live video stream will
soon be integrated.

Figure 2. Connection between dedicated machine and telecommunications

IV.

TIME SLOTS

The telecommunications kit is constructed for a single-user
use. A way was developed to control and limit the access for
remote users. When preparing the remote experiments, tutors
must define the so called time slots. These specify when the
laboratory is free for use and how many users may use it at a
time. For PU’s case the user limit is always one. When students
want to perform the experiment, they must first check for free
slots in their DIPSEIL calendar and register for one of them
(figure 5).

Figure 4. Figure 4: Telecommunications kit software viewed in browser
window

Figure 5. Student has registered for one of the time slots as seen in his/her
calendar

If they do not register for a time slot, or if there are no free
slots available, access to the remote laboratory is denied.
Students may subscribe to only one time slot per experiment at
a time.
V.

kit
Figure 3. Demilitarized Zone - connection between external students and kit
goes through DIPSEIL server

AUTHENTICATION AND REMOTE LABORATORY ACCESS

Current telecommunication kit experiments are formulated
as tasks in the DIPSEIL system (figure 6). Students must read
the task description and perform the experiment. Its results
must be then uploaded to DIPSEIL as solutions. These include:
diagrams, measurement tables, protocols, etc.
For the remote laboratory at PU, the dedicated “Remote
Laboratory” tool in DIPSEIL is used, in which the tutors must
paste the link to the remote laboratory machine. In PU’s case,
this is the computer in the DMZ. This link displays the single
web server page with the two views - the kit’s software and the
live video stream. When students click on the link, the
DIPSEIL system first checks if the user has registered for a
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time slot and if this time slot spans the current time. If both
conditions are met the student is forwarded to the remote
laboratory. The user’s information - full name, e-mail, user id,
together with the task information - server location and task id,
are encrypted by the TEA algorithm and the encrypted string is
sent to the remote laboratory. The remote laboratory interface
must send this information back to the DIPSEIL server upon
receiving it. DIPSEIL then decrypts the information, checks if
the user information is valid and again if the time slot is right.
If all the checks pass, DIPSEIL confirms access for the user. If
not - DIPSEIL informs the remote laboratory for the
incorrectness. It is up to the remote laboratory to either send
the student back to DIPSEIL or to offer other authentication
methods. This protocol is called “DIPSEIL cross-check
authentication” and was developed in the RIPLECS project.
Figure 7 shows the cross-talk between the remote laboratory
machine and the DIPSEIL server.

Figure 6.

A telecommunications experiment task in DIPSEIL (in Bulgarian)

Figure 7. Cross-talk of the cross-check protocol

After DIPSEIL confirms the validity of the information, the
remote laboratory can decrypt the encrypted string and use the
user information as needed. The reason for this slightly
complex protocol is to disable direct laboratory access. If the
student tries to use an expired link or to copy and paste an old
link, DIPSEIL will catch this and the remote laboratory will be

secured from inappropriate use. The protocol was developed as
a PHP class and its integration into the remote laboratory web
page needs as few editing as possible - only five lines of code
must be pasted on top of the page. The TEA encryption is also
developed as an external class. If seen as too weak, this
algorithm may be easily replaced with DES, AES or other
available encryption algorithms.
VI.

VIRTUAL NETWORK COMPUTING (VNC)

Virtual Network Computing (VNC) is a desktop sharing
mechanism, which allows controlling a remote machine. This
machine can be in the same network node or at a distance
location in a completely different network. It is important to
have a direct connection between the controlling and the
controlled machine. VNC is based on the framebuffer protocol
and needs a client and server software to operate. The server
software is installed on the controlled machine and it listens for
client connections. The client must install the client software,
which connects to the server and sends keyboard and mouse
commands. VNC is OS independent, because there are several
server and client realizations, optimized for different platforms.
Moreover client and server software can run on totally different
platforms without limitations. Modern developments even
allow file transfers, special key combinations and printing
between client and server. VNC was initially developed at the
Olivetti and Oracle Research Lab in Cambridge, United
Kingdom. VNC and RFB are registered trademarks of
RealVNC Ltd. in the U.S. and in other countries.
VNC uses a random challenge-response system to provide
the basic authentication that allows you to connect to a VNC
server. This is reasonably secure; the password is not sent over
the network. Once you are connected, however, traffic between
the viewer and the server is unencrypted, and could be snooped
by someone with access to the intervening network. Therefore
the VNC server can be tunneled through a secure SSH
connection. Secure Shell (SSH) is a cryptographic network
protocol for secure data communication, remote shell services
or command execution and other secure network services
between two networked computers that connects, via a secure
channel over an insecure network, a server and a client
(running SSH server and SSH client programs, respectively).
SSH uses public-key cryptography to authenticate the remote
computer and allow it to authenticate the user, if necessary.
Anyone can produce a matching pair of different keys (public
and private). The public key is placed on all computers that
must allow access to the owner of the matching private key
(the owner keeps the private key secret). While authentication
is based on the private key, the key itself is never transferred
through the network during authentication. Tunneling VNC
over SSH can provide additional safety to the contents. Since
the contents in this project include only students’ experiments
and there is no security risk, if someone sniffs the connection
and retrieves the data, the connection will not be additionally
tunneled.
The VNC server transmits the keyboard presses and mouse
clicks from one computer to another relaying the screen
updates back in the other direction, over a network. The screen
data is transfered as image files. Some of the servers provided,
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transfer always whole images of the screen at pre-defined
intervals, other listen for changes in different areas of the
screen. In the second case, only the changed areas are
transfered, together with some coorinates and dimensions. This
method provides some compression to the transfered data. Less
data to be transfered, means faster refresh rates, lower costs
and better performance for users with slower internet
connections. Furthermore, the images are not transfered in raw
RGB. Usually they are compressed in common image formats,
such as: JPEG, PNG, GIF, etc. Many servers allow the users to
change the image encoding, so users with better internet
connections can benefit from better quality, these with slower
connection can have faster refresh rates.
As already stated, the telecommunications kit at PU is
controlled by a special software developed by the kit’s
manufacturer (figure 8). All operations performed during
experiments can be performed through the software.

Figure 8. The telecommunications kit software

By providing a remote desktop access to the dedicated
machine via VNC, PU provides the interface for remotely

performing the telecommunication experiments. VNC allows
the client software to be integrated through a Java Applet into
web pages. Through this integration students do not need to
install client software on their working machine, but only need
a Java plug-in for their browser. This plug-in is of less size and
almost all modern machines have it pre-installed nowadays.
VII. EXTERNAL ANTENNA-SWITCHING CONTROLLER BOARD
(EASCB)
As already mentioned in the previous chapters, we would like
to automate the swapping of the antennas on the given
telecommunications kit – WATS-2002 of Man&Tel Co.,Ltd.
The kit has two outputs – one for 900MHz bandwidth and one
for 2.4GHz bandwidth. It also has the corresponding inputs –
900MHz and 2.4GHz. The transmission channel is built from
10 output antennas and 7 receiving antennas. At a single time
only one antenna may transmit and one may receive data. The
following figure (fig.9) shows an example situation, where one
of the antennas is emitting at 900MHz and one is receiving at
the same bandwidth.
The kit does not support simultaneous sending and
receiving over the two bandwidths. Only one of them can be
selected during exercise. Because of the different type of tasks
we have to fulfill with the kit, it is very often needed to switch
between antennas – this means a technically educated person
must be next to the kit and manually disconnect and connect
antennas, taking care that no interference or overpowering
takes place. We would like to automate this process, because of
two reasons: 1) make the configuration of the kit remotely
accessible and easier to do; 2) make sure that the above
mentioned problems – interference and overpowering, do not
appear. Fig.10 shows the idea of the automation process and
how the final solution for the external controller should look
like.

Figure 9. Single antenna transmission and receiving
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Figure 10. Automated antenna switching board connection

Dealing with such high frequencies is not an easy task,
because of several problems: 1) high-frequency signals flowing
through cables cause magnetic fields around the cables and
closely situated devices– the so called magnetic induction; 2)
high-frequency signals can be very easily attenuated; 3)
keeping signal integrity of high- frequency signals is very hard
and if not done properly could cause data distortion or
complete loss; 4) standing- wave problems which will make
the signal to noise ratio – SNR, smaller.

serial ports. They only have USB. The USB cable has four
connections, two of which are fixed – power line and ground
line, leaving only two for communication.

All of these are problems, that the kit has already
overcome, but adding a new external node can bring them back
and will make fulfilling tasks harder, if not impossible. We
address these problems and make sure that we overcome them.
Our main goal was to propose the best solution to
overcome the problems with the system, mentioned above. We
have considered some possible solutions, such as using analog
relays, transistors or high-frequency analog switch and/or
analog multiplexer. After a detailed study of the advantages
and disadvantages of these elements we have come to the
conclusion that the only possible solution, that is left, is to
search for high-frequency analog switch and/or analog
multiplexer. It should be able to let pass frequencies around
2.4GHz with 0dB or not less than -2 - -2.5dB.
After an extensive search and comparison we decided to
stop on the chip ADG904 by Analog Devices©. It is offered in
two versions – ADG904 and ADG904R. The second version
does not have the 50Ohm termination at all inputs/outputs. This
will cause the development of a standing wave, thus reducing
the signal to noise ratio. That is why we decided on the
standard ADG904 – absorptive, version. It is a 4:1MUX/SPT4
chip, which means we can use it either as a one input – four
output device, or in reverse: four input – one output. In order to
meet our requirements we will have to use four such
multiplexers.
The next thing we considered is how to control the
multiplexers. An easy way seems to be via direct PC parallel or
serial port. For each multiplexer we need three signal lines, so
for four multiplexers we will need 12 total connections.
Modern computers (especially laptops) do not have parallel or

Figure 11. Multiplexor switching board top

We use an USB chip, which is controlled via USB
connection and it on the other side controls the multiplexers.
The cheapest and easiest to employ was PIC 18F4550 – by
Microchip©. It costs around 5€ (depends on the dealer) and is
easy and cheap to program. It also comes in DIP (dual inline
package) package, making it easy to solder and use on a circuit
board. It has an integrated USB interface and is very easy to
configure on the destination machine as a HID (Human
Interface Design) device.
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A special circuit board was developed. It connects the chip
to the machine via a USB connection (fig.11, fig.12).

off all the multiplexors. Every multiplexor has maximum of
four channels. Thus y must also be between one and four.
Supplying zero as y, switches off the selected multiplexor. The
software developed is also displayed through VNC in the web
page. Together with the kit’s software they build the full
laboratory environment needed to perform the experiments for
the telecommunication’s tasks in DIPSEIL.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The remote laboratory solution developed at PU during the
RIPLECS project fulfills the objectives stated in the beginning
- students are able to remotely connect to an existing
telecommunications laboratory and perform freely experiments
in the field. They can then upload their measurement results to
DIPSEIL as task solutions. The developed cross-check protocol
was not only used at PU but also at other project partners - TU
Graz and UNED. It may also be used in future projects as an
authentication and security mechanism. An important lesson
learned through this development was, that for automation and
virtualization of existing, physical laboratory equipment there
is no universal solution. A dedicated controller board must be
developed for each appliance and controller software must also
be provided. This makes the automation process harder, but
ensures maximum performance and almost no loss of
information.
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